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Abstract 
It is well known that it is possible to construct ($- q)/2 (miquelian) inversive planes of order 
q on the same set of points which pairwise intersect in precisely the circles through infinity. Here 
we give an explicit description of such a family by “projecting” certain Buekenhout-Metz 
unitals in a well-defined manner. If q > 8 is an odd power of 2, it is shown that an additional 
q2 -q (Suzuki-Tits) inverse planes may be added to the family without disturbing the above 
intersection property. The maximal&y of the resulting families is then discussed. 
1. Preliminary results 
Let ,S(t, k, u) denote a Steiner system with parameters t, k, v. That is, S(t, k, v) is 
a block design on v points with block size k such that any t points are contained in 
exactly one block. If (V, a,) and (V, g2) are two such designs on the same point set V, 
their intersection is the collection of blocks common to both designs. If this intersec- 
tion is empty, the designs are called disjoint. A considerable amount of work has been 
done in recent years on the intersection problem for Steiner systems (see [lo] for 
a good survey). 
In 1972 Doyen [S] posed the following problem: what is the maximum number 
d(2,3, u; m) of Steiner triple systems S(2,3, u) on a given u-set such that any two of them 
intersect in the same collection of m triples? Almost nothing seems to be known about 
this function d(2,3,u; m). Of course, one can similarly define d(t, k, u; m) for other 
Steiner systems S(t, k, v), and in this paper we concentrate on the case t =3, k=q+ 1, 
v=q’+l, and m=q’+q. 
An S(3, q + 1, q2 + 1) is called an inverse plane of order q. The blocks of an inversive 
plane are usually called circles because of the geometrical properties associated with 
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such a design (see [4]). There are only two known families of (finite) inversive planes. 
Let PG(3, q) denote three-dimensional projective space over the finite field GF(q), and 
let 9 denote an elliptic quadric of PG(3, q). It is easy to see every plane of PG(3, q) 
meets 2 in either a single point or the q + 1 points of a conic. The miquelian or classical 
inversive plane M(q) is obtained by taking as points the points of Z? and as circles the 
nontrivial planar intersections of 2. Up to isomorphism there is one M(q) for each 
prime power q. The other known family of inversive planes occurs when q = 2’ for e > 3 
an odd integer. Namely, let 0 denote a Tits ovoid [13] of PG(3,2e). Then 0 is a set of 
q2 + 1 points, no three collinear, which is not a quadric. Again every plane of PG(3,2”) 
meets 0 in either a single point or the q+ 1 points of an oval. However, in the latter 
case these ovals are not tonics. The Suzuki-Tits inversive plane ST(q) is then obtained 
by taking the points and nontrivial planar intersections of Co. 
It is well known (see [4]) that 
[Aut(M(q)) z PTL(2,q’) and [Aut(ST(q)) g Sz(q)Aut(GF(q)),] 
where Sz(q) is the Suzuki group [l l] of order q2(q2 + l)(q - 1). Moreover, using only 
miquelian inversive planes, one can show d(3, q + 1, q2 + 1; q2 + q) > (q2 - q)/2 for every 
prime power q. For instance, fix some point, say co, of M(q). It is easy to see that the 
internal incidence structure obtained from M(q) by deleting the point cc and consider- 
ing only the punctured circles through 03 is isomorphic to the desarguesian affine 
plane AG(2,q). In fact, this is also true for ST(q). Now each pair of conjugate 
imaginary points on the line at infinity of AG(2, q) determines a miquelian inversive 
plane (see [12], for instance). Moreover, any two of these planes meet in precisely the 
q2 + q circles through co. As there are (q2 - q)/2 such conjugate pairs, the above result 
on d(3, q + 1, q2 + 1; q2 + q) follows. Alternately, one can obtain the q3-q2 circles not 
through CO in one copy of M(q) as an orbit of ellipses of AG(2,q) under a certain 
subgroup of Aut(AG(2,q)) acting semi-regularly on the ellipses. As there are 
q3(q - 1)2/2 ellipses in AG(2, q), the result follows by a simple orbit argument. 
In this paper we provide another proof of the above bound by “projecting” certain 
Buekenhout-Metz unitals in a well-defined manner. We then show how this family 
can be enlarged when q = 2’, e > 3 an odd integer, by adjoining q2 -q appropriately 
chosen copies of ST(q). 
2. Projecting Buekenhout-Metz unitals 
A unital of order q is any S(2, q+ 1, q3 + 1). A particularly nice class of unitals 
embedded in the square order desarguesian projective planes PG(2, q2) for any prime 
power q>2 was found by Buekenhout [2] and Metz [9], and we will refer to these 
unitals as BM-unitals for short. It turns out that for a given q, there are several 
projectively inequivalent BM-unitals. In fact, it is shown in [ 1,6] that the number of 
inequivalent BM-unitals of order q is (q+ 1)/2 for q an odd prime and is asymp- 
totically @(q/log, q) for q an even prime power. It is also shown in [l, 61 that every 
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BM-unital may be made to look like 
where a,b~GF(q’) satisfy a certain field condition. Namely, if q is odd, then 
d=(bq-_)2+4uq+1 is a nonsquare in GF(q), while if q> 2 is even, then 
d=aq+‘/(hq+b)2 1s an element of trace 0 in GF(q). In either case the element d is 
thought of as the “discriminant” of U,,. We now “project” such a Uab along the blocks 
of the design through P, =(O, 1,0) as defined in [l, 63. 
To be more precise, for each zEGF(q2) let 1,={P,}u{(z,az2+bzq+1+r,1): 
rEGF(q)} be the block of Uab through P, coordinated by z. If 1 is any block not 
through P,, let B(1)= {zEGF(q2): 1 n 1, # @}. Finally, let Sz,, denote the incidence 
structure whose point set is GF(q2), whose blocks are the distinct subsets B(1) as 
1 varies over the blocks of Uab not passing through P,, and whose incidence is given 
by inclusion. As shown in [l, 61, !& is a 2-design with parameters v = q2, k = q + 1, and 
1= q. These parameters are the parameters of the point residual of an inversive plane. 
In fact, it is shown in [1,6] that C&, can be completed to an inversive plane by 
adjoining the symbol co as a new point and by adjoining the lines of the desarguesian 
affine plane AG(2,q), extended by the symbol x, as the new circles. Moreover, the 
resulting inversive plane I,, is miquelian. Here the model we are using for AG(2, q) is 
the usual one with points represented by elements of GF(q’) and lines represented by 
the cosets of one-dimensional subspaces of GF(q2) over GF(q). 
Allowing a and b to vary over GF(q2), subject to the previously mentioned 
discriminant restriction, we thus obtain several miquelian inversive planes of order 
q defined on the same set of points, namely GF(q2) u {a}, which pairwise intersect in 
at least the circles through x. The next two lemmas are implicitly found in [l, 61, but 
we formally state and prove them here for completeness. 
Lemma 2.1. Let a, b,s, tcGF(q2), and deJne C(u, b,s,t)= {zEGF(q2): uz2+bzq+l 
+sz+&GF(q)). 
(i) For q odd we have C(u, b, s, t) is a nondegenerate ellipse in AG(2, q) ifund only if 
d=(bq-b)2+4u q+l is a nonsquare in GF(q) and uqs2 + bqsq+l -dt$GF(q). 
(ii) For q > 2 even we have C(u, b, s, t) is a nondegenerate ellipse in AG(2, q) ifund only 
if d=uq+‘/(bq+b)’ is an element of truce 0 in GF(q) and uqs2 +bqsq+’ 
+(bq+b)2t 4 GF(q). 
Proof. (i) Let /I be a primitive element of GF(q2), and let E=/I(~+~)/~. Then m=s2 is 
a primitive element of the subfield GF(q), and sq = -E. Taking { 1, E} as a basis for the 
vector space GF(q2) over GF(q) and expanding a, b, s, t and z in terms of this basis as 
a= a, +u2s, b = bI + b2E, and so on, we see that zEC(u, b, s, t) if and only if 
(*) (u,+b~)z:+2u,z,z,+w(u,-b2)z;+s2zl+sIz2+t2=0. 
Letting x=PG(2,q) be the completion of AG(2, q) to a (desarguesian) projective 
plane, a routine determinant computation shows that the above equation represents 
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a nondegenerate conic in rc if and only if 2aIsl~2-(a2+b2)s~-w(a2-b2)s~-4t2 
[a,2 - w(ai - bz)] # 0, which is equivalent to the statement uqs2 + bqsq+ ’ -dt r$ GF(q). 
Moreover, this conic misses the line at infinity of n if and only if 4(a: - u%o) + 4b,20 is 
a nonsquare in GF(q), which is equivalent to d being a nonsquare in GE’(q). The result 
now follows. 
(ii) Let8EGF(q2)\GF(q)suchthat64=1+6and62=1+6forsomeI# linGF(q) 
whose trace is 1 (see [6] for the existence of such a 6). Taking { 1, S} as a basis for 
GF(q2) over GF(q) and expanding a, b, s, t, and z in terms of this basis as above, we see 
that z~C(u, b, s, t) if and only if 
A routine computation shows this conic is nondegenerate (see [7, p. 1441) if and only if 
b2s1s2+u2s~+b2s~+~$u2+ls~b2+u1s~+ t2b,2 # 0, which is equivalent to the con- 
dition uqs2 + besq+ ’ + (bq+ b)2 t $ GF(q). Finally, this conic is an ellipse of AG(2, q) if 
and only if [n[u, + b2)’ +(a1 +a2)(u2 + b2)]/bz has trace 1 (see [7, p. 3]), which is 
equivalent to the statement uq+‘/(bq+ b)2 has trace 0 (see [6]). 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let Uab denote any BM-unitul, and let 52,, be the corresponding 2-design 
obtained by projection us described above. Then the blocks of Q,2ab are the distinct 
ellipses C(u, b,s, t) us s and t vary over GF(q’) subject to the condition 
u4sz + b4$+ I_ [(bq- b)2 +4aq+‘] t 4 GF(q) if q is odd or the condition 
~~s~+b~s~+~+(b~+b)~t~GF(q) if q>2 is even. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 and the imposed discriminant restriction of the BM-unital 
Uab, we know that the C(u, b, s, t)‘s described in the statement of this lemma are 
nondegenerate ellipses of AG(2, q). Letting [. ;, .] denote line coordinates of the 
desarguesian projective plane PG(2,q’) containing Uab, it is shown in [1,6] that 
[s, 1, t] is a line containing a block of U,,, nonincident with I’, if and only if a, b, s, and 
t satisfy one of the conditions mentioned in this lemma (depending on the parity of q). 
Finally, for such a block 1, z~B(1) if and only if sz + uz2 + bz*+l + r + t =0 for some 
rEGF (q), which is equivalent to z~C(u, b, s, t,). The result now follows from our earlier 
description of Sz,,, noting that we do not repeat ellipses C(u, b, s, t) just as we did not 
repeat blocks B(1). 0 
We now discuss the intersection of the designs Qab as a and b vary. First we need 
a condition for equality among the ellipses C(u, b, s, t). 
Lemma 2.3. Let q > 2 be any prime power. Let C(u, b, s, t) and C(u’, b’, s’, t’) be two 
nondegenerate ellipses in AG(2,q) us described in Lemma 1. Then 
C(a, b,s, t)= C(u’, b’, s’, t’) ifund only ifthere exists some pEGF(q)\{O} such that u’=pu, 
s’=ps, b’-pbEGF(q), and t’-pteGF(q). 
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Proof. From Eq. ( *) for C(a, b, s, t) given in the proof of Lemma 2.1 it is clear that 
C(a, b, s, t) = C(a’, b’, s’, t’) whenever there exists some ~EGF(~)\ (0) satisfying the 
above conditions. Hence a given ellipse gets repeated at least q2(q - 1) times as a, b, s, 
and t vary over all allowable values. We now count the number of choices for a, b, s, 
and t subject to the restrictions imposed by Lemma 2.1. 
First assume that q is odd. For any beGF(q) we have (b4-b)’ =0 and hence the 
discriminant restriction gives us (q- l)(q+ 1)/2 choice for a. Thus we get q(q2- 1)/2 
allowable pairs (a, b) of this type. For any beGF(q2)\ GF(q), (bq - b)2 is a nonsquare 
in GF(q). The discriminant condition now gives 1 + (q - 3)(q + 1)/2 = (q2 - 2q - 1)/2 
choices for a. Thus we get (q2 -q)(q2 -2q - 1)/2 allowable pairs (a, b) of the second 
type and q2(q - 1)2/2 total pairs (a, b). Finally, for any (a, b) chosen, there are clearly 
q2(q2 - q) allowable choices for (s, t). Hence, we get q’(q - 1)3/2 total choices for a, b, s, 
and t. 
Next assume that q > 2 is even. The discriminant restriction now implies b # GF(q). 
For any bEGF(q2)\GF(q), there are l+(q-2)(q+1)/2=(q2-q)/2 choices for a. 
Hence we get q2(q - 1)2/2 choices for (a, b), and as above q5(q - 1)3/2 total choices for 
a, b, s, and t. 
Therefore, in either case, we get at most q3(q - 1)2/2 distinct ellipses C(u, b, s, t). 
However, it is easy to see that every nondegenerate ellipse of AG(2, q) can be obtained 
as C(u, b, s, t) for some appropriate choices of a, b, s, and t. Since q3 (q - 1)2/2 is the 
number of nondegenerate ellipses in AG(2,q), there can be no further repetitions 
among the C(a, b, s, t)‘s and the result follows. 0 
As a matter of notation we write (a, b) ~(a’, b’) if and only if there exists some 
,UE GF(q)\{O} such that u’=pu and b’-,ub E GF(q). Of course, we are assuming both 
pairs (a, b) and (a’, b’) satisfy the appropriate discriminant condition. 
Theorem 2.4. R,, = Sz, I b I us designs if and only if (a, b) -(a’, b’). Moreover, if 
(a, b)+(u’, b’), then !&, n Sz,,,,, =0. 
Proof. Assume first that (a, b)-(a’, b’), and therefore a’=,~ and b’-pb E GF(q) for 
some p E GF (q)\ (0). By Lemma 2.2 every block of 52,, looks like C(u, b, s, t) for some 
appropriate s and t. Let s’ = ~LS and t’ = pt. Then a’, b’, s’, and t’ satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 2.1, and C(u’, b’, s’, t’)= C(u, b, s, t) by Lemma 2.3. As C(u’, b’, s’, t’) is a block of 
52 a8b’ by Lemma 2.2, we have Q,, c Sz,.,,. Reversing the argument, we obtain 
s&=&b,. 
Conversely, assume (a, b) +(a’, b’). Suppose C is a block common to both Q,,, and 
Q,,,,. . By Lemma 2.2 C(u, b, s, t)= C = C(u’, b’, s’, t’) for appropriate choices of s, t, s’, 
and t’. But then Lemma 2.3 implies the contradiction (a, b)-(a’, 6’). Hence 
Q,b n sz,TbP =0 whenever (a, b)+(u’, b’). 0 
Theorem 2.5. There are q(q - 1)/2 pairwise disjoint designs sZab. These designs partition 
the nondegenerate ellipses of AG(2, q). 
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Proof. As shown in the proof of Lemma 2.3, there are q2(q - 1)‘/2 allowable choices 
for (a, b), independent of the parity of q. From Theorem 2.4 we know each design gets 
repeated q(q - 1) times as a and b vary, and distinct designs are in fact disjoint. Hence, 
we get q(q - 1)/2 pairwise disjoint designs Rab . Since the q3 - q2 (distinct) blocks of 
each Sz,, are nondegenerate ellipses of AG(2, q) by Lemma 2.2 and since q3(q - 1)‘/2 is 
the number of nondegenerate ellipses in AG(2, q), the partitioning of these ellipses now 
follows. 0 
Corollary 2.6. There are q(q - 1)/2 miquelian inversive planes Ieb that pairwise intersect 
in precisely the circles through CO. In particular, we have d(3,q+ 1, q2 + 1; 
q2 +q)aq(q - 1)/2for any prime power q. 
Corollary 2.1. There exists a 2-design with parameters v=q2, k = q + 1, and 
A=q2(q- 1)/2 for any prime power q. 
It should be noted that the q3-q2 ellipses in any sZab from Theorem 2.5 all pass 
through the same conjugate pair of imaginary points on the line at infinity of PG(2, q). 
Coordinates for these two points can easily be obtained from the computations in the 
proof of Lemma 2.1. As a and b vary to give the q(q - 1)/2 pairwise disjoint designs of 
Theorem 2.5, the imaginary points on the line at infinity are thusly partitioned into 
conjugate pairs. Hence Theorem 2.5 partitions the nondegenerate ellipses of AG(2, q) 
in the same way as mentioned in Section 1. One might ask if it is possible to partition 
the nondegenerate ellipses of AG(2, q) into q(q - 1)/2 inversive plane residuals in some 
other way. Recent work of Thas [12] shows that this is not possible, at least for q odd 
and q 4_ { 11,23,59}. Namely, he has shown that any such residual must be the residual 
of a miquelian inversive plane and hence the q3 -q2 ellipses in each residual must all 
pass through a common conjugate pair of imaginary points on the line at infinity. 
From a computational point of view it is of interest to explicitly describe how to 
choose q(q - 1)/2 pairs (a, b) that will generate the pairwise disjoint designs of The- 
orem 2.5. To that end let /3 be a primitive element of GF(q2), and thus o=/Iq+i is 
a primitive element of the subfield GF(q). 
Suppose first that q is odd. Let { fi ,fi, . . . ,hq_ 3j,2} denote the nonsquares of GF(q) 
other than (/I”--@. For each i, 1 <i$(q- 3)/2, let { ay), at), . . . ,u!!~} denote the 
distinct roots of the equation 
4a q+l =fi_(/j”_P)’ 
in GF(q2). Then it is easy to see that one obtains q(q - 1)/2 pairwise disjoint designs 
by choosing the pairs (a, b) from the set {(0,/I)} u {(/?,O), (B”,O), 
$,O), . ,(/?“,O)} u {(af”,P): 1 <j<q+ 1, 1 <i<(q-3)/2}. Given any such (a,b), one 
obtains the q3 - q2 distinct blocks C(a, b, s, t) in Q,, as follows. For each i, 1~ i < q2 - 1, 
let s = fii and express (aqs2 + bqsq+ ')/d as Sip + hi for uniquely determined elements 
gi, hi E GF(q). Here d is the usual discriminant of Uab. Let {I:“, r$‘, . . . , ri) 1 } be the 
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distinct elements of GF(q)\{ gi). Then choose the q3 -q2 pairs (s, t) from the set {(0,/I), 
(0,0~),(0,cu2~), . . . ,(O,O~-~~)}U{(~~,Y~~)/?): 1didq2-1, l<j<q-l} todetermine 
the distinct blocks of Q,,. 
Now suppose q > 2 is even. Let { fi, f2, . . . ,hq_2J,2 > denote the nonzero elements of 
GF(q) which have trace 0. For each i, 1 d i <(q - 2)/2, let (ay), a$), . . . , ~$1 1 } denote 
the distinct roots of 
in GF(q2). Choosing the pairs (a, b) from the set { (0, /?)} u { (uf), /I): 1 < i <(q - 2)/2, 
1 <j < q + l} will then produce q(q - 1)/2 pairwise disjoint designs Q,, . Fix any such 
(a,b). For each i, 1 <i<q2- 1, let s=/?’ and express (uqs2 + bqsq”)/(/P+/?)” as 
gi/I + hi for uniquely determined elements gi, hi E GF(q). The distinct blocks of !&, are 
then determined as in the odd q case. 
3. Enlarging the family for q even 
In this section we assume q = 2’, where e > 3 is an odd integer. Let rs denote the field 
automorphism of GF (q) defined by 0: x+x 2”t”‘*. Thus x0’ = x2 for all x E GF (q). Of 
course, 0 may also be viewed as an automorphism of GF (q2), where z”‘=z~~ for all 
z E GF(q2). We now choose a convenient “base” model for the Suzuki-Tits inversive 
plane ST(q). To that end, let GF(q’) u {co> be the point set for our inversive plane, so 
that it is defined on the same point set as the miquelian inversive planes in the 
previous section. Letting B again denote a primitive element of GF(q2), we identify the 
element of z of GF (q2) with the ordered pair (x, y) of GF (q) x GF (q), where z = xfi + y. 
And for any x, y E GF(q) define 
(x,y)=x”+2+yd+Xy. 
Then the circles through a are defined by equations of the form 
Ax+By+C=O, 
where A, B, C E GF (q) with A and B not both zero, while the circles not through cc are 
defined by equations of the form 
(x,y)=Ax+By+C, 
where A, B, C E GF(q) with C # (B, A). As shown in [3], the above of 
points and circles I,, order q. 
the circles of lo through cc the same blocks as the circles 
through a3 for any of miquelian inversive planes (of the q) defined in 
previous section. Moreover, of any ST(q) not through infinity is 
in the associated internal q) (see [4]). 
I, intersects of the previously defined in 
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precisely the circles through co. That is, we have increased the size of our Doyen-type 
family by one. Can we do better? 
Theorem 3.1. Let q = 2’for e > 3 an odd integer. For anyf, g E GF (q) with f # 0, let T,,, 
denote the automorphism of AG(2, q) given by Tr,s:(x, y)+(fx+g,fy). Let 
G={Tr,,:f,g~GF(q)withf#O},andletY=(IO,Z,,Zz, . . . ,Iq2_q_-1}denotetheorbit 
of I0 under G. Then Y is a collection of q2 -q distinct ST(q)‘s defined on the point set 
GF(q’) v {ml that pairwise intersect in the same collection of circles, namely the q2 + q 
circles through n3. 
Proof. Since G is a subgroup of Aut(AG(2,q)) and since the circles of I0 through 
co are the usual lines of AG(2, q), Y consists of a family of ST(q)‘s with the property 
that any two share at least the circles through cc (each Ij is an ST(q) because its 
automorphism group is isomorphic to Aut(l,tsee [4]). Moreover, to show that any 
pair of ST(q)‘s from Y meet in precisely the circles through co, it suffices to show that 
there is no circle of IO, nonincident with co, that is also a circle of I: for some 
nonidentity element T of G. To that end, suppose there is such a circle 9. Then 9 has 
as its equation 
(x,y)=Ax+By+C 
for some A, B, CE GF(q) with C # (B, A). Also T-l :(x, y)-+(fx+g,fy) for some 
f,gEGF(q) withf # 0. 
Since 9 r-’ is also a circle of IO, nonincident with co, there must be elements 
A’, B’, C’ E GF(q) with C’ # (B’, A’) such that 
(#) (x’,y’)=A’x’+B’y’+C’ 
for all points (x’,y’)=x’fi+y’ of gT-‘. In particular ( #) must hold whenever 
x’ =fx + g and y’ =fy for any (x, y) E 9. That is, we must have 
(fx+g,fy)=A'(fx+g)+B'(fy)+C' for all (x,Y)E~. 
Using the fact that y”=xuf2 + xy + Ax + By + C for all (x, y) E 9 and expanding the 
above equation, we obtain 
(##) (f o+2+f o)x0+2 +f”g2x”+f2gUx2+(f0+f 2)xy 
=(f”A+fA’)x+(f”B+fg+fB’)y+(g”+2+fdC+gA’+C’). 
Suppose first that f “+f2 # 0. Then, given any value of x with one exception, the 
above equation uniquely determines y. But since 9 is an oval (i.e. q + 1 points, no three 
collinear) in AG(2, q) with q even, its knot must also be in AG(2, q). Hence, the parallel 
class of “vertical” lines in AG(2, q) contains one line meeting 9 in 1 point and q/2 lines 
meeting 9 in 2 points each. In particular, there must be q/2 values of x for which 
(# # ) determines two distinct values of y. This contradiction means we must have 
f”+f 2=0. 
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However, f”’ =f ‘” and hence f a =f2 =f ‘O, implying f = 1. Thus ( # # ) becomes 
If B’+ g + B # 0, then we again obtain the contradiction that for each value of x we get 
a unique y. Hence, we must have B’ = B + g, and thus ( # # ) becomes a polynomial in 
x. If b # 0, this polynomial has degree 2@+i)” d q/2 and we get at most q/2 distinct 
x-coordinates among the points of 9. This contradicts the previous description of 
how the “vertical” lines of AG(2, q) meet 9. Therefore, we must have b = 0 and T is the 
identity map, a final contradiction. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let q=2e, where ea 3 is an odd integer. Then d(3, q+ 1, q2 + 1; 
42+q)~34(4--)/2. 
Corollary 3.3. Let q=2e, where e3 3 is an odd integer. Then there exist 3q(q- 1)/2 
pairwise disjoint 2-designs (on the same set of points) with parameters v=q’, k=q+ 1, 
and 1= q. In particular, this implies the existence of a 2-design with u = q2, k = q + 1, and 
;1=3q2(q- 1)/2. 
4. The issue of equality 
The natural question to ask is whether the inequalities of Corollaries 2.6 and 3.2 are 
ever equalities. The first problem one must address is determining the possible ways 
two inversive planes of order q can intersect in precisely q2 + q circles. For q = 3 it is 
shown in [S] that any such intersection must consist of the circles through some fixed 
point, say infinity. Extensive searching for other small values of q, using the software 
package CAYLEY developed at the University of Sydney, indicates that this indeed 
may always be true, at least for the known inversive planes. However, even if not true, 
it seems very unlikely that a “large” number of inversive planes of order q could pairwise 
meet in exactly q2 + q circles if these common circles were not the circles of a pencil. 
Assuming that the m = q2 + q common circles do indeed form a pencil, then certainly 
we cannot find more than q(q - 1)/2 miquelian inversive planes that pairwise intersect 
in precisely these m circles. Namely, letting AG(2,q) be the internal desarguesian affine 
plane corresponding to the carrier of the common pencil, the circles nonincident with 
the carrier in any miquelian plane containing these m circles must be ellipses of 
AG(2, q). Since the given q(q - 1)/2 miquelian planes partition the ellipses of AG (2, q), 
one could not possibly extend this Doyen-type family with another miquelian plane. 
In fact, for q odd Thas [12] has recently shown that any two miquelian planes sharing 
the q2 + q circles through some fixed point are either equal or intersect in precisely 
those q2 + q circles. The following conjecture seems a rather conservative one. 
Conjecture 4.1. For q an odd prime power or an even power of 2, d(3, q+ 1, q2 + 1; 
42+q)=4(4--)/2. 
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For q = 2” with e > 3 an odd integer, the situation is not so clear. Concentrating on 
the Suzuki-Tits inversive planes ST(q), the stabilizer of cc in Aut(ST(q)) has order 
eq’(q- 1). Treating this stabilizer as a natural subgroup of Aut(AG(2, q)) via the 
internal structure at co, we see the index of this subgroup is q(q2 - 1). Hence, the usual 
group action will generate q(q’- 1) distinct ST(q)‘s that pairwise share the q2 +q 
circles through CO. Unfortunately, these ST(q)‘s may share other circles as well (unlike 
the situation for miquelian inversive planes). For instance, when q= 8, two such 
ST(q)‘s often share exactly one additional circle. Sorting out precisely when such 
phenomena occur, especially for large q, does not appear to be any easy task. 
However, it seems that the bound of Corollary 3.2 is not sharp. 
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